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More evidence Covid was tinkered
with in a lab? Now scientists �ind virus
contains tiny chunk of DNA that
matches sequence patented by
Moderna THREE YEARS before
pandemic began
• Genetic match discovered in Covid's unique furin cleavage site on spike protein

• Matched genetic sequence patented by Moderna for cancer research purposes

• Researchers say one in 3trillion chance Covid developed the code naturally 

By CONNOR BOYD DEPUTY HEALTH EDITOR FOR MAILONLINE

PUBLISHED: 04:48 AEDT, 24 February 2022 | UPDATED: 19:55 AEDT, 24 February 2022

Fresh suspicion that Covid may have been tinkered with in a lab emerged today after

scientists found genetic material owned by Moderna in the virus's spike protein.

They identi�ied a tiny snippet of code that is identical to part of a gene patented by

the vaccine maker three years before the pandemic.   

It was discovered in SARS-CoV-2's unique furin cleavage site, the part that makes it

so good at infecting people and separates it from other coronaviruses.

The structure has been one of the focal points of debate about the virus's origin, with

some scientists claiming it could not have been acquired naturally.  

The international team of researchers suggest the virus may have mutated to have a

furin cleavage site during experiments on human cells in a lab.

They claim there is a one-in-three-trillion chance Moderna's sequence randomly

appeared through natural evolution. 

But there is some debate about whether the match is as rare as the study claims,

with other experts describing it as a 'quirky' coincidence rather than a 'smoking

gun'. 
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SARS-CoV-2, which causes Covid, carries all the information needed for it to spread in around

30,000 letters of genetic code, known as RNA. The virus shares a sequence of 19 speci�ic

letters with a genetic section owned by Moderna. Twelve of the shared letters make up the

structure of Covid's furin cleavage site, with the rest being a match with nucleotides on a

nearby part of the genome
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Moderna �iled the patent in February 2016 as part of its cancer research division, records

show. The patented sequence is part of a gene called MSH3 that is known to affect how

damaged cells repair themselves in the body. It was approved on March 7 the following year

In the latest study, published in Frontiers in Virology, researchers compared Covid's

makeup to millions of sequenced proteins on an online database.

The virus is made up of 30,000 letters of genetic code that carry the information it

needs to spread, known as nucleotides.

It is the only coronavirus of its type to carry 12 unique letters that allow its spike

protein to be activated by a common enzyme called furin, allowing it to spread

between human cells with ease. 

Analysis of the original Covid genome found the virus shares a sequence of 19

speci�ic letters with a genetic section owned by Moderna, which has a total of 3,300

nucleotides.

The US-based pharmaceutical �irm �iled the patent in February 2016 as part of its
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WHAT IS THE FURIN
CLEAVAGE SITE? 

SARS-CoV-2, which causes Covid,

carries all the information needed for it

to spread in around 30,000 letters of

genetic code, known as RNA.

But it is the only coronavirus of its type

to carry 12 unique letters that allow it

to be activated by a common enzyme

called furin.

This in turn makes the virus better at

invading neighbouring cells.

The so-called furin cleavage site is

located on the virus' spike protein, the

structure that binds to human cells in

the �irst place.

Scientists sometimes add this element

to lab viruses to make them more

infectious, but in nature, pathogens

can acquire it by swapping genetic

code with other members of their

family.

The furin has been the focal point of

intrigue for many scientists studying

the origins of the virus because no

other known member of Covid's family 

- a group called Sarbecoviruses - have

the site.

cancer research division, records show.

The patented sequence is part of a gene

called MSH3 that is known to affect how

damaged cells repair themselves in the

body. 

Scientists have highlighted this pathway

as a potential target for new cancer

treatments.

Twelve of the shared letters make up the

structure of Covid's furin cleavage

site, with the rest being a match with

nucleotides on a nearby part of the

genome. 

Writing in the paper, led by Dr Balamurali

Ambati, from the University of Oregon,

the researchers said the matching code

may have originally been introduced to

the Covid genome through infected

human cells expressing the MSH3

gene.   

Professor Lawrence Young, a virologist at

Warwick University, admitted the latest

�inding was interesting but claimed it was

not signi�icant enough to suggest lab

manipulation. 

He told MailOnline: 'We're talking about a

very, very, very small piece made up of 19

nucleotides.

'So it doesn't mean very much to be

frank, if you do these types of searches

you can always �ind matches.

'Sometimes these things happen fortuitously, sometimes it's the result of convergent

evolution (when organisms evolve independently to have similar traits to adapt to

their environment).

'It's a quirky observation but I wouldn't call it a smoking gun because it's too small.

He added: 'It doesn't get us any further with the debate about whether Covid was

engineered.'  

Dr Simon Clarke, a microbiologist at Reading University, questioned whether the �ind

was as rare as the study claims.

He told MailOnline: 'There can only be a certain number of [genetic combinations

within] furin cleavage sites.

'They function like a lock and key in the cell, and the two only �it together in a limited

number of combinations. 

'So it's an interesting coincidence but this is surely entirely coincidental.' 

MailOnline has approached Moderna for comment. 

blazer dress as she
attends the Versace
show at Milan Fashion
Week

Celebrity
congratulations roll in
for Kyle Sandilands and
his fiancée Tegan
Kynaston as they
announce they're
expecting a baby boy

Beautiful in black!
Princess Diana's niece
Lady Kitty Spencer cuts
an elegant figure in a
longline coat as she
attends Dolce &
Gabbana's MFW show

Kyle Richards enjoys
solo dinner in LA...
following star-studded
family reunion with
sister Kathy Hilton and
nieces Paris and Nicky

The Voice singer
Sheldon Riley set to
represent Australia at
Eurovision after winning
at the 2022 finals show
with searing
performance

EXCLUSIVE  Linda
Evangelista, 56, seen for
first time without a face
mask on after she said
she was 'done hiding'
following botched fat-
freezing procedure

Petra Ecclestone is
effortlessly chic in a
leather camel coat as
she enjoys a romantic
dinner with fiancé Sam
Palmer in Santa Monica

Double trouble!
Princess Diana's twin
nieces Lady Amelia and
Lady Eliza Spencer, 29,
pile on the glamour as
they attend MFW's
Versace show

Olivia Munn bundles
up in 'matching puffers'
with adorable three-
month-old son Malcom
ahead of boyfriend John
Mulaney's return to SNL

Karl Stefanovic and
wife Jasmine regretfully
selling their $3.6million
holiday home in Noosa
because they aren't
using it 'nearly enough'

Bella Hadid shows off
her model credentials in
a quirky checked shirt
and pinstriped skirt as
she steps out in Milan
during Fashion Week
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Circumstantial evidence has long raised questions about the origin of Covid and its

link to the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

The facility was known to be conducting experiments on bat coronavirus strains

similar to the one responsible for the pandemic.

China insisted early and often that the virus did not leak from the lab, claiming that

crossover to humans must have occurred at a 'wet market' in Wuhan that sold live

animals.

Perhaps driven by animosity for then-US President Donald Trump, who embraced the

lab leak theory early on, mainstream media and academics in the West heaped scorn

on the possibility, calling it an unhinged conspiracy theory.

But leaked emails showed that top scientists advising the UK and US Governments

expressed concerns about the of�icial narrative privately. 

A study earlier this month found traces of Covid samples that contained genetical material

from humans, hamsters and monkeys and may have predated the of�icial pandemic timeline.

Sir Jeremy Farrar, an eminent British expert who publicly denounced the theory as a

'conspiracy', admitted in a private email in February 2020 that a 'likely explanation'

was that the virus was man-made.

The then-UK Government adviser said at the time he was '70:30 or 60:40' in favour

of an accidental release versus natural origin.

In the email, sent to American health chiefs Dr Anthony Fauci and Dr Francis Collins,

Sir Jeremy said it was possible Covid had been evolved from a Sars-like virus in the

lab.
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View gallery

Katie Price, 43, goes
make-up free as she
boards a flight to Zurich
with her fiancé Carl
Woods, 33, just weeks
after jetting to Belgium
for eye and brow lift

David Beckham sips
on rosé wine as he joins
best pal Dave Gardner
and his kids for a
leisurely cruise on his
$9million superyacht in
Miami

Sharon Stone, 63,
exudes elegance in a
striped black suit as she
attends Dolce &
Gabbana boutique event
during Milan Fashion
Week

Paulini Curuenavuli
shows off her amazing
figure in a skintight
bodysuit and metallic
thigh-high boots at the
Eurovision Australia
Decides finals

Courteney Cox, 57,
cuts a chic figure in a
black and white
houndstooth coat as
she heads out for dinner
with her pals in Santa
Monica

Abbie Chatfield
gushes over Matt
Agnew's 'symmetrical
features' as they reunite
for the first time since
he dumped her on The
Bachelor

Singer Jaguar Jonze
stuns in a show-
stopping frock that
appears on FIRE as she
commands the stage at
the Eurovision Australia
Decides finals

Grant Denyer says
THOSE pictures
suggesting an affair
with his Dancing with
the Stars partner made
him look like 'the worst
human in the world'

Cate Blanchett shows
off her midriff in an
edgy Louis Vuitton
ensemble as she
receives Honorary
Cesar Award during
ceremony in Paris

Amelia Hamlin snags
first magazine cover
and gushes 'a moment
in time that I will cherish
forever' as she bares
her abs in a denim set
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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He went on that this seemingly benign process may have 'accidentally created a

virus primed for rapid transmission between humans'.

But the British scientist was shut down by his counterparts in the US who warned

further debate about the origins of the virus could damage 'international harmony'. 

In the latest twist, a study earlier this month found traces of Covid samples that

contained genetical material from humans, hamsters and monkeys and may have

predated the of�icial pandemic timeline.  

China's of�icial pandemic timeline
of the coronavirus pandemic and
the evidence that undermines it

Of�icial timeline 

Dec 8, 2019 - Earliest date that China has acknowledged an infection

Dec 31 - China �irst reported 'pneumonia of unknown cause' to the World

Health Organisation

Jan 1, 2020 - Wuhan seafood market closed for disinfection

Jan 7 - President Xi Jinping discusses coronavirus outbreak with his politburo 

Jan 9 - China makes public the genome of the coronavirus 

Jan 11 - China reported its �irst death 

Jan 13 - First case outside China is con�irmed

Jan 20 - China's National Health Commission con�irms human-to-human

transmission  

Jan 23 - Wuhan locked down

Jan 31 - WHO declared 'outbreak of international concern' as China admitted

having thousands of cases

Feb 23 - Italy reports cluster of cases in �irst major outbreak in the West  

May 29 - China claims virus did not originate in wet markets but in Chinese

bats before it jumped to humans via an 'intermediary animal'

July 31 - Chinese researcher admits some coronavirus experiments conducted

in lower biosafety labs

Dec 16 - WHO announces it will travel to Wuhan to probe origins of virus in

January

Jan 5, 2021 - China denies entry to WHO's investigatory team

Feb 9 - WHO dismisses theory virus leaked from lab - backs China's claim it

was imported from frozen meat

Mar 28 - Former US national security of�icials says intel shows 'there was a

direct order from Beijing to destroy all viral samples' at Wuhan lab   

 

New evidence 
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Prince Harry's ex-
girlfriend Chelsy Davy
has 'secret baby boy'
with mystery man after
moving to a quiet area
in West London

Kanye West files to
have his social media
outbursts deemed
INADMISSIBLE in
hearing if Kim
Kardashian will be
declared single

How solitaire diamond
rings are THE go-to
engagement choice for
celebs: Bands like
Kourtney Kardashian's
showcase gem's 'full
potential'

SAS Australia and I'm
a Celebrity star Barry
Hall reveals why reality
TV gave him 'the best
gifts in life that he could
ever have' after he quit
football

Hayden Panettiere
reveals daughter Kaya,
seven, is 'safe and not
in Ukraine' with ex
Wladimir Klitschko who
has vowed to fight in
Kyiv

Helena Bonham Carter,
55, opts for a gothic
black skirt with lace
frills as she enjoys a
dog walk with boyfriend
Rye Dag Holmboe, 33

Adam Driver cuts a
dapper figure in a black
suit as he attends the
Cesar Awards in Paris
after his Best Actor nod
for Annette

Bella Hadid puts on a
leggy display in a
metallic silver frilled
miniskirt before slipping
into a three-tone nude
number at the Ports
1961 show during MFW

Rafferty Law cuts a
casual figure as he
grabs a coffee with a pal
and his adorable pet
Dachshund in north
London

Nicole Scherzinger, 43,
sets pulses racing in a
TINY blue bikini as she
shows off her sexy
dance moves on the
beach in Mexico

Married at First Sight
groom Dion Giannarelli
arrives at Melbourne
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2012: Six miners struck down with  with a mysterious �lu-like illness in Mojiang

cave in Yunnan.

They were found to have been infected with the closest known relative to

Covid, sharing 97% of its genes.

Samples RATG13 are sent to the Wuhan Institute of Virology to be studied. 

Sep 2019- Blood samples are taken in a lung cancer screening trial in Italy

which later test positive for coronavirus

Oct - Whistleblower Wei Jingsheng claims China deliberately spread Covid at

The World Military Games in Wuhan in October, two months before the rest of

the world knew about the virus  

Oct - Xi Jinping's authoritarian regime tried desperately to shut down whistle-

blowers like Mr Jingsheng. Any references made in social media about a new

SARS virus or 'outbreak' were censored 

Oct-Dec - Rise in '�lu and pneumonia' cases in northern Italy which could be

linked to coronavirus 

Nov - Whistleblower Mr Jingsheng claims he took his concerns about the

military games to senior �igures within the Trump administration but was

ignored

Nov - Intelligence report passed to agencies in Washington claims three

members of staff at the Wuhan Institute of Virology sought hospital treatment

in November 2019 after experiencing symptoms consistent with Covid 

Nov - Sewage samples taken in Florianópolis, Brazil, suggest virus was present

Nov 10 - Milanese woman has a skin biopsy, producing a sample which later

shows signs of the virus  

Nov 17 - Leaked documents suggest case detected in China on this date

Dec - Doctors in China, including Li Wenliang, report existance of new type of

respiratory infection. But Chinese police arrested him and eight of his

colleagues for questioning - instead of publicising reports and warning public 

Dec 1 - Chinese researchers report an infection on this date in a peer-reviewed

study, but it has not been acknowledged by Beijing 

Dec 18 - Sewage samples taken in Milan and Turin suggest virus was

circulating in the cities  

Dec 26 - Samples analysed suggested a new type of SARS was circulating as

early as December 26, but Wuhan was not locked down until January 22 

Jan 2020 - Sewage samples from Barcelona suggest virus was in the city

Jan 3 - Covid-19 infections begin sweeping across other nations including the

U.S. as the WHO labelled the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of

International Concern 

May - Scientists at a government lab in California concluded that Covid-19

may have escaped from a facility in Wuhan 

July - WHO chief Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said China failed share vital

raw data during their investigation in Wuhan. China rebuffed those claims

airport and heads out
for dinner with friends
without bride Carolina
Santos

Fitness queen Kayla
Itsines and her
boyfriend Jae
Woodroffe look loved-
up as they return home
to Adelaide after their
American holiday

William and Kate 'eye
up prep school in
Berkshire' for George as
they 'progress rapidly'
with their plans for a
new life - fuelling
suggestions future King
will attend Eton

Megan Fox sizzles in a
mesh top while Machine
Gun Kelly shows off his
new pink hair at an Avril
Lavigne concert...
joined by Kourtney
Kardashian and Travis

Amanda Seyfried
flashes her legs in a
black minidress
emblazoned with
sparkly red lips as she
arrives at Jimmy
Kimmel Live

Ex-Dance Moms star
Chloe Lukasiak recalls
horrific moment she
found out girlfriend
Brooklinn had been
mauled by a dog

From finding true love
to conquering the
corporate world - where
the WAGs of AFL star
Wayne Carey are now
after he admitted to
abuse during years of
scandalous behaviour

Patsy Kensit, 53,
displays her age-
defying figure in a Dolce
& Gabbana floral bikini
in throwback snap from
lavish Maldives and
Dubai break

Milla Jovovich says
she's 'heartbroken' by
the Russian attack on
her birthplace of
Ukraine: 'I am torn in
two as I watch the
horror unfolding'

Pink says her daughter
Willow, 10, is not
allowed to have her own
phone: 'For kids, I'm not
there yet'

Married At First Sight's
Tamara Djordjevic
spends Valentine's Day
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Share or comment on this article: Fresh lab leak fears as study �inds genetic code
in Covid's spike protein linked to Moderna patent

June 2021: Leading US virus expert Dr Anthony Fauci was warned Covid may

have been engineered in a lab, emails publicly released reveal.  

August: The world's �irst Covid-19 patient may have been infected by a bat

while working for a Wuhan lab in China, WHO chief Dr Peter Embarek said

August: A damning report by Republicans in the US claims coronavirus leaked

from the Wuhan Institute of Virology, shortly after the facility tried to improve

air safety and waste treatment systems

The report also cited 'ample evidence' that lab scientists were working to

modify coronaviruses to infect humans and such manipulation could be

hidden.

October: US intelligence review into origins of pandemic does not reach a

judgement on whether the virus emerged via animal-to-human transmission

or a lab leak.

Chinese of�icials branded the report 'political and false'. 

January 2022: Leaked emails from top UK scientist Sir Jeremy Farrar showed

he admitted in February 2020 that it was a 'likely explanation' that the virus

could be man-made. But he went on to brand the theory a 'conspiracy'. 

February: Sir Farrar is called to be interviewed under oath at the US Congress.

Of�icials want him to explain why he shifted away from the lab leak theory. 

 

Read more:

Frontiers | MSH3 Homology and Potential Recombination Link to SARS-CoV-2 Furin Cleavage Site | Virology
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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months Costeen Hatzi is
his 'biggest blessing' -
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'darkest period' battling
depression and suicidal
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got in honour of son
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Former Bachelor star Alex
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reveals he is 'taking a
break from performing'
but insists he'll never
retire as 'it's not in my
vocabulary'

Melanie Griffith, 64,
shows off her incredible
figure in black workout
leggings while out in
Los Angeles

Christie Brinkley, 68,
looks youthful in crisp
white power suit with
bouncy blonde hair as
she attends a cancer
fundraiser in Florida

Styled by Kanye? Kim
Kardashian and her ex-
husband's former flame
Julia Fox step out in
near IDENTICAL outfits
during Milan Fashion
Week 

What happened to the
original cast of
M*A*S*H? As Sally
Kellerman, AKA
Margaret 'Hot Lips'
Houlihan, passes away 
FEMAIL reveals what
became of her co-stars,
52 YEARS on from the
movie's premiere

Katherine
Schwarzenegger covers
up her bump in black
T-shirt as she enjoys
leisurely stroll with her
husband Chris Pratt and
daughter Lyla 

Amelia Hamlin
reminds fans she has
one of the best bodies
in the supermodel
business as she poses
in a skintight Versace
dress while in Milan

Eva Longoria wows in
ruched orange mini
dress while promoting
her Casa Del Sol tequila
at the Food Network
South Beach Wine &
Food Festival in Miami

Following in dad's
footsteps: Lleyton
Hewitt has a heart-to-
heart with his son Cruz,
13, as he coaches the
young tennis prodigy on
the Gold Coast

Christian Wilkins and
transgender influencer
AJ Clementine flaunt
their flashy style for
Sunglasses Hut's Mardi
Gras campaign 

Jussie Smollett files
documents requesting a

Share
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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new trial after taking
issue with jury
selection... months after
guilty verdict

Kelly Rowland shows
off toned legs in a pair
of black leggings and
flashes a big beaming
smile as she exits cafe
in Los Angeles

Jennifer Aniston looks
chic in black coat as
she takes a break from
filming Murder Mystery
2 in Paris

Sharon Osbourne
insists she 'would never
go back' to The Talk and
claims 'CBS sucks big
time' - nearly one year
after she was
controversially fired
amid racism allegations 

Mila Kunis goes casual
in sweats while strolling
in West Hollywood...
after husband Ashton
Kutcher showed
support for her native
country Ukraine during
Russian invasion

Machine Gun Kelly
says he's still 'trying to
find a spot' for his
upcoming wedding with
Megan Fox during an
appearance on The Late
Late Show

Blac Chyna shows off
taut body in flesh-
flashing red workout
gear... after ex Rob
Kardashian drops
assault lawsuit against
her

Cate Blanchett wows
in a glitzy black
cardigan while Bond girl
Léa Seydoux stuns in a
floor-length polka dot
cape at the Cesar
Awards in Paris

'He wasn't happy with
his dinner!': Gordon
Ramsay shows off his
son Oscar, two, on The
Tonight Show and jokes
after tot refuses to wave
at Jimmy Fallon

Ben Stiller and
Christine Taylor 'never
even dated other people
after they separated' in
2017... before becoming
a couple again during
the pandemic

Zsa Zsa Gabor's
widower Frédéric Prinz
von Anhalt, 78, wants to
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adopt a daughter now
that he plans to cancel
his adoption of adult
'heir' Kevin, 27

Does this photo mean
Slade are getting back
together? Fans of glam
rockers hope for the
best as singer Noddy
Holder and guitarist
Dave Hill are spotted
side by side

How to put a fashion
model in the shade: Gigi
and Bella Hadid are
dressed as pieces of
furniture as Italian
designers Moschino
draw inspiration from a
lamp, chest of drawers
and a grandfather clock

Sofia Vergara shares
selfie from Griselda set
and reveals it takes
TWO HOURS in make-
up chair to transform
into her drug lord
character 

Friends vet Tom
Selleck, 77, shares his
33-year marriage to
Jillie Mack, 64, has
become more satisfying
over time: 'We are true
partners'

EXCLUSIVE  Scott
Disick, 38, steps out
with Kylie Jenner
lookalike Holly
Scarfone, 23, for dinner
date at Nobu in Malibu

Euphoria's Maude
Apatow reveals she
once 'ripped out a tooth'
to look like a miner in
costume during her
days as a 'theatre child'

Amanda Bynes asks
judge to terminate her
long-standing
conservatorship after
nearly a decade ...
following Britney
Spears' own successful
bid for freedom

90 Day Fiancé's Yara
Zaya makes an
impassioned plea for
the support of Ukraine:
'I just want everybody to
understand that if
you're not there it
doesn't mean it's not
about you'

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley, 34, wraps up
in a puffer coat and
woolly hat on a stroll to
the shops with her actor
fiance, 54, and their
newborn daughter in
South London 
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Reese Witherspoon
models a pink gingham
dress from her Draper
James clothing line as
she says she is 'praying
for the people of the
Ukraine'

Lila Moss follows in
her supermodel
mother's footsteps as
she hits Versace MFW
runway in a pink and
red checked blazer and
tiny mini skirt

EXCLUSIVE  All the
ladies love Leo! Naomi
Campbell receives a
rose from 'ex' DiCaprio
as he cosies up to
married Indian mogul
while celebrating
Edward Enninful's
wedding at London
restaurant

Lana Del Rey beams
and bares a sliver of
midriff in a crop top as
she steps out for lunch
with a friend in Los
Angeles

Low key love! Jimmy
Bartel and new
girlfriend Amelia
Shepperd enjoy a
breakfast date at a food
court after shopping in
Melbourne 

Gigi Hadid shows off
her model credentials in
a daring red cut-out
dress as she joins leggy
sister Bella and
glitzy Emily Ratajkowski
to storm the Versace
runway show during
Milan Fashion Week

Actress AnnaLynne
McCord defends her
toe-curling 'Dear Mister
Putin' poem and claims
her tough childhood
could have driven her to
become a DICTATOR
herself

Alec Baldwin shares
cryptic tweet about
Buddhism and 'being
truthful' the same day
Halyna Hutchins'
widower blasted the
actor for shifting blame
and 'sounding like he
was the victim' of fatal
Rust set shooting

Chelsea Handler
celebrates her 47th
birthday by skiing
TOPLESS with her
boyfriend Jo Koy:
'Doing all the things I
love with the man I love'
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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Harry Connick Jr
gushes over 'superhero'
wife Jill Goodacre as he
shares a romantic
throwback post to
celebrate anniversary of
the day they met 32
years ago

'It's crazy!': Euphoria's
breakout star Chloe
Cherry says she is
amazed by 'how many
people talk about my
lips being so big'

'Kim Air': Kim
Kardashian's famous
glam squad boasts
about her bespoke
private jet as they leave
Italy after taking
Fashion Week by storm

EXCLUSIVE  He's still
got the moves! Dick Van
Dyke spry and active at
96, as he's seen driving
and running errands
with wife Arlene, 50, in
Malibu, days before
their 10th wedding
anniversary

Marrying Millions star
William Hutchinson, 63,
appears in court on
charges he raped
unconscious 16-year-
old girl at his Laguna
Beach home: Reality TV
personality also faces
slew of other sexual
misconduct allegations

Julianne Moore looks
casually chic in an all-
black ensemble and
stylish shades as she
beams while stepping
out during Milan
Fashion Week

EXCLUSIVE  Kanye
West parties with busty
Kim Kardashian clone
Chaney Jones until
3.30am in Miami... after
reality star revealed her
divorce misery amid his
social media attacks 

Here Ye go again!
Kanye West's ex Julia
Fox mirrors Kim
Kardashian once more
as she slips into a VERY
racy black PVC outfit...
but pair avoid awkward
run-in as KUWTK star
jets out of Milan

Tammy Hembrow
shows off her baby
bump in a series of
bikini-clad photos as
she reflects on the life-
changing moment she
took up meditation

'My alter ego!': Kaia
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Gerber goes NUDE for
the cover of Perfect
magazine while flashing
several temporary
tattoos

Czech supermodel
Paulina Porizkova
recalls how her parents
were forced to flee their
home and leave her
behind after Soviet
Union's 1968 invasion -
as she shares message
of support for Ukraine

Adam Levine and wife
Behati Prinsloo enjoy a
night out in Miami as
they plug their Calirosa
tequila at the South
Beach Wine And Food
Festival

Kacey Musgraves
cancels Toronto concert
THREE HOURS before
showtime, blaming
inclement weather: 'I'm
so genuinely sorry'

Lily James puts on a
busty display in a blue
ab-flashing crop top and
bejewelled mini skirt as
she joins chic Kylie
Minogue leading the
stars watching MFW's
Versace show

Elton John bundles up
in Gucci sweats as he
leaves NYC hotel for
Newark show while on
his international
Farewell Yellow Brick
Road tour

Kanye West
completely guts interior
of his newly purchased
Malibu beach house just
five months after
purchasing it for $57.3M

Sophia Bush says she
once ghosted Rihanna
and the singer called
her out on it: 'I saw her
at an event years later
and she was like I never
heard from you!'

Tom Hardy looks glum
as he's pictured for the
first time since
addressing Charlize
Theron's claims that
she felt threatened by
his aggressive
behaviour on set

Bethenny Frankel
jumps to assist
Ukrainians fleeing
Russian invasion as she
documents relief efforts
and prepares to send
$20M worth of aid 
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'I stand with Ukraine':
Ashton Kutcher shows
support for wife Mila
Kunis' native country
amid Russia attacks...
as he leads stars
speaking out against
war 

Dylan Alcott joins the
cast of Celebrity
Gogglebox alongside
Anthony Callea and his
husband Tim Campbell -
with The Irwins and Zoë
Foster Blake also set to
star on the Foxtel
special

Inside Floyd
Mayweather's SECOND
45th birthday bash:
Boxer hosts epic party
in Florida as bikini-clad
women present giant
TMT skyscraper cake

Shanna Moakler's
boyfriend Matthew
Rondeau DENIES he
would ever 'lay a hand
on another woman'...
following 'arrest for
domestic violence'

Meet Schnitzel! Arnold
Schwarzenegger
introduces his new dog
who is named after his
favorite Austrian dish

Mama June's ex Geno
Doak reveals the reality
TV star helped him get
treatment after he
attempted suicide by
overdosing on 90 blood
pressure pills

Eva Herzigova, 48,
catches the eye in a
cropped daisy print
turtle neck as she
arrives at Etro show for
MFW... hours after
ruling the runway for
Missoni

Neve Campbell reveals
she has been
'approached' to star in
Scream 6 but has not
yet signed on: 'I'll read
the script and see how I
feel'

Pregnant Rihanna
flashes her bump in a
leather crop top and
Cleopatra-style
headdress with A$AP
Rocky in Milan - after
vowing to ramp up her
sexy maternity outfits

Rachel Brosnahan
gets a surprise visit
from her sister Lydia on
set of The Marvelous
Mrs. Maisel in New York
City
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'Britt's bach bash!'
NFL star Patrick
Mahomes' fiancée
Brittany Matthews kicks
off luxury bachelorette
weekend with seven
pals in a private jet

Bradford is
transformed into
Moscow as Netflix
recreate the Queen and
Prince Philip's 1994 visit
to Russia in scenes for
The Crown

'I'm gutted': Olly Murs
reveals he has had
emergency knee
surgery as he shares
photos from hospital
bed and is forced to
cancel entire summer
tour

Angelina Jolie says it
is vital that 'everything
possible is done' to
support those fleeing
their homes in Ukraine:
'I'm praying for the
people'

Phoebe Burgess
shows off her
impossibly smooth
visage in a new selfie as
she does the school run
in a casual black hoodie

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
How Kate Middleton
joined other school
mums and popped to
the pub for a drink - at
Harry's old haunt

Gordon Ramsay
shares adorable snaps
with his mini-me son
Oscar, 2, as he begins
filming for the new
series of Hell's Kitchen

His royal scoutness!
Little Prince Charles of
Luxembourg, 21
months,  steals the
show on engagement
with his parents

It's a boy! Kyle
Sandilands and
pregnant fiancée Tegan
Kynaston throw a star-
studded gender-reveal
party in Sydney
Prince Sandilands! 

Casey Affleck, 46,
wraps his arm around
girlfriend Caylee Cowan,
23, as they settle down
to an alfresco lunch in
Los Angeles

The Real Housewives
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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Amalia out to dinner in
Sydney's Coogee

Eddie McGuire is
bowing out of his on-air
duties with Fox Footy
after a decade as the
face of the regular AFL
season

Stylish Kym Marsh
beams as she leaves the
opening night of her
Fatal Attraction stage
show in Manchester
where she is starring
as Alex Forrest

'She wasn't so
generous towards her':
Amy Winehouse's father
Mitch reveals the late
singer 'IGNORED' Adele
when they crossed
paths despite attending
the same school in
London

Bella Hadid cuts a
sporty figure in a white
polo shirt and leather
slacks as she heads out
with beau Marc Kalman
on a break from Milan
Fashion Week
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casually chic ensembles
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Eurovision Australia
Decides
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Quinn's ex Peter Cornell
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ample cleavage in a
TINY black bra and Tom
Ford mini skirt as she
heads on a night out in
Manchester
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Rochelle Emanuel-
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she's welcomed twins
as she shares sweet
images of the little boy
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2022 EliteForsk Awards
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Sophia gets a septum
piercing for her 13th
birthday: 'Wish came
true!' 

'He has truly changed
our lives': Mark Wright's
brother Josh reveals he
and wife Hollie have
welcomed baby boy
four weeks early

Matthew Lawrence
shows off his bare ring
finger as he steps out
after Cheryl Burke
divorce filing without
his wedding band 

Pete Doherty
undergoes 'immediate
treatment' for a
respiratory infection as
he cancels gigs after
suffering with a high
fever and shortness of
breath

Kerry Katona shares
viral meme after fans
call her 'our
generation's Winston
Churchill' due to anti-
war stance and urge her
to give 'warning to
Vladimir Putin'

Robert Pattinson
admits he was 'looking
for an exit strategy'
from The Batman - after
breaking his wrist,
battling with loneliness
and director fall-out

Emily in Paris star
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black hoodie during a
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after cutting a dapper
figure at Armani's MFW
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Benedict Cumberbatch
reveals he rescued a
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COWS after learning
how to wrangle cattle
for The Power Of The
Dog
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glamorous in an
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coat she arrives at
Steph's Packed Lunch
TV show

Iris Law stuns in a
black glitzy gown as she
leads the Missoni
runway while Romeo
Beckham's girlfriend
Mia Regan watches
from the front row

Keep Ma'am, and carry
on: Queen cancelled
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two engagements to
rest her 'croaky voice'
after catching Covid...
but 95-year-old is 'on
the mend'

Makeup-free Elle
Fanning cuts a casual
figure in a hoodie and
mini skirt ahead of The
Girl From Plainville
promo tour

Naomi Campbell dines
with designer Marc
Jacobs at Zuma two
days after attending
Vogue editor
Edward Enninful's
wedding

'How do I explain this
to my children?': Holly
Willoughby and Kate
Beckinsale lead
outpouring of
celebrities reacting as
Russia invades Ukraine

Amanda Holden
flashes her diamante
bra in a black suit as
she heads on a night
out with a leggy Ashley
Roberts for belated 51st
birthday celebrations

Bella Hadid
channels Morticia
Addams in glamorous
Gothic ensemble as she
takes to the Tods
runway alongside sister
Gigi during MFW

Amanda Seyfried
looks chic in a cosy
pink sweater with black
heart prints as she
leads the stars at the
after party for Hulu's
The Dropout premiere 

Miami heat! Bikini
designer Bianca Elouise
puts on a daring display
in a perilously high-cut
swimsuit as she soaks
up the sun in Florida
Eye-popping assets 

Pip Edwards flaunts
her toned abs in cut-out
black top as she shows
off her designer outfit
valued over $1000

Nicole Scherzinger
wows in a skimpy bikini
while shirtless beau
Thom Evans shows off
his ripped torso as they
soak up the sun in
Mexico

Harry Styles' stalker
'broke into singer's
home, assaulted a
woman and broke a
vase' as he faces fresh
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charges after being
given restraining order

'I thought it was time I
got a good one!' Chloe
Ferry unveils her HUGE
new dragon tattoo after
taking inspiration from
beauty guru Nikita
Dragun

Miley Cyrus and
Arnold Schwarzenegger
and more celebs react
to Russia's invasion of
Ukraine: 'This morning
was heartbreaking'

Love Island's Dr Alex
George 'cheated on his
ex girlfriend Ellie Hetch
four times before
breaking up with her
after a year together' 

Robbie Williams
dresses up as cowboy
and attempts a pitiful
American accent in
hilarious video after
being inspired by Kevin
Costner's Yellowstone
character

Piers Morgan hijacks
the Today show by
taking Karl Stefanovic's
seat next to Allison
Langdon and boasts of
his 'better accent' and
ratings success
Everyone's replaceable

Axed Apprentice star
Nick Showering drowns
his sorrows as he
enjoys a night out in
London with Lord
Sugar's worse-for-wear
candidates

Britney Spears
displays her flexibility in
fun workout video - as
it's claimed she's 'in
talks to give Piers
Morgan first interview
since conservatorship'

Katy Perry shows a
little tummy in a sexy
leather set before
slipping into a POOP
costume for her
appearance on Jimmy
Kimmel Live!

Pete Evans' wife
Nicola Robinson shares
dramatic video as she
gets trapped by flood
waters on the north
coast of New South
Wales

Australian stylist
Christine Centenera
shows off her incredible
post-baby body in a
black gown - after
welcoming twins with
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actor Joel Edgerton

Scout Willis nails
grunge-chic in green
and black striped
trousers as she cuddles
up to boyfriend Jake
Miller and beloved
pooch Grandma

Tyrese Gibson
believes that COVID-19
'wouldn't have taken'
his late mother if she
'lived with me'... as he
encourages others to
take precautions

Shailene Woodley and
Aaron Rodgers
REUNITE for first time
since calling off
engagement... on same
day NFL star apologised
for anti-vaxx scandal

Jamie Redknapp's wife
Frida looks chic in a
navy blue blazer as she
takes time off mummy
duties to attend Donata
Davidoff's LFW show
with pal

Robin Thicke and his
fiancee April Love
Geary match in stylish
black outfits as they
enjoy a romantic dinner
at Giorgio Baldi in Santa
Monica

Amanda Seyfried
wows in blue velvet mini
dress while attending
the Los Angeles
premiere of The Dropout

Ladies who lunch!
Jessie Murphy wears
$4340 worth of Bottega
Veneta accessories as
she joins fellow WAG
Kylie Brown at
Melbourne luncheon

K-pop superstars BTS
'fly ECONOMY while
their managers enjoy
luxury first-class
seats'... despite the
group boasting a net
worth of $100million
Spotted at the airport

EXCLUSIVE  Kanye
West's new girlfriend
Chaney Jones is a Kim
Kardashian clone as
she puts on a VERY
cheeky display in thong
swimsuit
'Oh, is that the paps?' 

Sally Kellerman, the
original Margaret 'Hot
Lips' Houlihan in
M*A*S*H*, dies from
dementia at age 84
TV legend passes away 
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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John Ibrahim and his
partner Sarah Budge
wear matching BLUE to
Kyle Sandilands and
Tegan Kynaston's
gender-reveal party
KIIS FM star is having a
boy!

Francis Ford Coppola
shares his distaste for
the 'big razzle-dazzle'
production of modern-
day Oscar ceremonies...
after the Academy nixes
eight categories

Makeup-free Molly-Mae
Hague looks effortlessly
stylish as she steps out
in a leather jacket and
cargo trousers

Katy Perry reveals
family connection to
Las Vegas while
promoting American
Idol with Lionel Richie
and Luke Bryan

Kate Hudson cuts a
chic figure in tank top
and bold colored
cardigan as she arrives
to Miami International
Airport

Dua Lipa heads out
incognito with an all-
black look as she heads
out in New York City

Any day now! Heavily
pregnant Sunrise
presenter Edwina
Bartholomew shows off
her baby bump as she
passes her due date 
Ready to pop! 

Kim Kardashian 'wants
a healthy co-parenting
relationship' with Kanye
West as he continues
social media attacks on
her boyfriend Pete
Davidson 
Good luck 

Aussie comedian
Celeste Barber jokingly
mocks Tom Brady's new
movie career following
the quarterback's
retirement from the NFL
 She's at it again!  

The Bachelor's Bella
Varelis hints at SPLIT
from boyfriend-of-one-
year Will Stokoe as she
shares a cryptic quote:
'I deserve to be loved'
Break-up rumours swirl 

Kanye West enjoys a
day of retail therapy
with girlfriend Chaney
Jones at Balenciaga in
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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Miami... as Kim
Kardashian files new
docs pleading to be
declared single

X Factor star Jason
Owen's heavily
pregnant wife Becy
stuns as she shows off
her baby bump in a
gorgeous maternity
photo shoot

Is everything okay?
Married At First Sight's
Domenica Calarco looks
stressed on the phone
in Byron Bay... after she
was 'accused of trying
to GLASS another bride'
Feeling the strain 

Pregnant Olivia Bowen
shows off her
blossoming bump in an
orange bikini as she
enjoys a babymoon in
Tenerife

Beaming Perrie
Edwards is every inch
the doting mum as she
takes her baby son
Axel, six months, for a
winter stroll in Cheshire
The singer, 28, was seen
bundled up in winter
clothes during an outing in
Wilmslow, Cheshire, on
Friday as she took her
little one for a stroll.

Eva Herzigova, 48,
wows in a figure-
hugging multicoloured
gown as she storms the
Missoni runway at MFW
after recovering from
long Covid

AFL bad boy Dane
Swan almost DIED after
falling ill following a trip
to Mexico and party
spree across the U.S
'I vomited so hard the
circulation got cut off to
my brain,' he said 

Sam Armytage says
she's 'never been
happier' after leaving
'high-pressure job' at
Sunrise to live in Bowral
with husband Richard
Lavender
'Best thing I've ever done' 

John Mayer tests
positive for COVID-19
for second time in two
months .. and has to
postpone four shows
The singer, 44, battled the
virus earlier this year

Breakfast radio
presenter Kate Paton
dead at 53: ABC, Triple
R and Channel Seven
journalist dies after a
four-year battle with
brain cancer
Rest in peace 

'S**t's going down':
DWTS pro Maksim
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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Chmerkovskiy breaks
down in tears during
emotional videos from
Kyiv following Russian
invasion of Ukraine
Flees to a bomb shelter 

Myleene Klass takes a
walk on the wild side in
a pink leopard print
dress as she leaves
work... after recalling
shocking ordeal where
she was asked to strip
by a director

Amber Davies shows
off her bronzed
Maldives tan in skintight
pink gym wear as she
arrives for rehearsals
for her debut in Cabaret
All Stars

Socialite Rozalia
Russian reveals her
family's harrowing
experience fleeing the
Cold War as she reacts
to Russia's unprovoked
invasion of Ukraine
'Escaped to Australia'

Not the hair! Makeup-
free Lara Worthington
looks animated as she
gets caught in the rain
on the way to a photo
shoot in Sydney
No raincoat, Bingle? 

Jaguar Jonze urges
survivors to take part in
long-awaited review into
the Australian music
industry's toxic culture
of discrimination and
sexual harassment

He said goodbye!
Rock star Jon Bon Jovi,
59, sells four-bedroom
$22million Greenwich
Village condo with a
private elevator
Looking at a profit of more
than $3million

Western Bulldogs star
midfielder Bailey Smith
takes his mullet for a
stroll in Melbourne
Hair-raising style 

Chrissie Swan as
you've never seen her
before! Radio star, 48,
shows off her incredible
weight loss as she
channels Madonna and
Paris Hilton in a new ad
'80s-themed campaign 

Nadia Bartel dares to
bare as she strips down
during an outdoor
photoshoot - stunning
onlookers with her
VERY cheeky display
Daring to bare 

'I did it!': Laura
Anderson undergoes
major hair
transformation as she
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chops her tresses into a
stylish bob inspired by
Nicole Scherzinger

Ryan Libbey reveals
son Leo, 14 weeks, has
started teething 'quite
early' in sweet family
snap... as fiancée
Louise Thompson
continues to recover
from traumatic birth

Khloe Kardashian is
every inch the doting
mother as she spends
time at a birthday party
with her daughter True
and nieces Chicago and
Dream

Hadid sisters storm
Moschino catwalk: Bella
wows in a black gown
while Gigi turns heads
in a statement metallic
dress complete with
tulle skirt for Milan
Fashion Week show

Melbourne Demons
star player Christian
Petracca scores a huge
profit after selling his
stunning Kew home for
$2.89million
Take a look inside... 

Hilary Duff cuts a
casual figure in sweats
as she and her daughter
Banks go shopping in
Los Angeles

Married At First Sight's
Domenica Calarco
explains why she
attacked Jess Seracino
during THAT wild dinner
party showdown
Coming clean 

Today's headlines Most Read

Kyiv comes under huge aerial and artillery
bombardment and an oil depot near
capital is destroyed as Russian...

PETER HITCHENS: The West acts tough
with Russia because we're just too feeble to
stand up to our real enemy…...

DAN HODGES: How foolish to think the
EU might have broken the habit of a
lifetime and shown moral guts for...

SARAH VINE: I'm in awe of such bravery,
now we must ALL rally behind the Ukrainians 

West agrees to REMOVE Russian banks
from Swift payments system: UK, EU, the
US and allies take 'financial...

Why Putin's '£15BILLION-a-day' invasion
ISN'T going to plan: MI6 chief warns war is
'unwinnable' and...

'God knows if we'll ever get to safety': As
120,000 desperate women and children
flee Ukraine, the Mail on...

Germany will send 1,000 anti-tank weapons
and 500 missiles to help Ukraine defend itself
against Russia -...

'Things are not going the way of Putin,
very far from it': Boris Johnson speaks
with President Zelensky and...
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Fresh lab leak fears as study finds genetic code in Covid's spike protein l... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10542309/Fresh-lab-leak-fears...
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